Abstract
In this paper, the possible substitution of conventional with non conventional oil is studied using system dynamics models. The model proposed in this paper is based on geological, economic and technological aspects, and it fits approximately the behaviour observed by Hubbert. A first validation of the model has been made with the USA oil production data. These USA data show that there is a good coincidence between our model and the reality. This model has been expanded in order to include the substitution of the conventional oil with the non conventional one for the World. The results show that, even under optimistic scenarios, the attenuation of the peak oil decline through the non conventional oil requires very high investment profiles.
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1 Introduction

Peak oil is becoming a major source of concern and forecast studies about oil consumption and production over the next decades are becoming frequent in the literature. A wide spectrum of research approaches show quite different predictions and results. A mainstream of studies are focused on the economic and technological aspects (EIA 2007, WETO 2003, IEA 2004a, IPCC 2001, IIASA 2004) and foresee scenarios without strong limitations (restrictions) of the fuel offer of a future rich in fuels. A second important group of research works put the emphasis on the geological data of oil discoveries and oil field behaviour, not paying so much attention to the economic aspects, foreseeing a future of scarcity (Campbell and Laherrère 1998, Hubbert 1956, Robelius 2007, ASPO 2008, Kooppelaar 2005, Skrebowski 2008, Aleklett 2008).

Research studies that take a look at the complete picture, paying attention both to the economic, geological and technological aspects are not frequent in the literature (Castro 2008, Bassi et al. 2007). System dynamics modelling have been proved to be a good methodology for such holistic approaches, since it enables the integration of different sources of knowledge and it allows including feedbacks between variables. Nevertheless, even in energy/economy/climate integrated models (MESSAGE model of IIASA –IIASA 2001-, MARKAL family models of IEA –IEA 2004b-, NEMS model proposed by EIA –EIA 2004--.) the feedback relationships between the energy and the economy variables are scarce. Consequently they do not capture medium and long-term trends dynamically (Bassi et al. 2007). A relevant exception of model where those feedbacks are fully explored, is World 3, the model of Limits to Growth (Meadows et
al. 1972). After this first approach, few models have applied this general perspective and most of them have focused on specific problems (emission rights, energy taxes, etc. Nair 1992, Fiddaman 1997) or local players (Bassi et al. 2007, Sterman et al. 1987, with very rich for USA Energy-Economy relationships but very poor for USA-World relationships, Tao and Li 2007, for China oil production) loosing the holistic approach and/or neglecting the mentioned feedback relationships.

On the other hand, the World contains large quantities of non conventional oil, which is assumed to compensate the decline of the conventional oil peak (Farrell and Brandt 2006, Brandt and Farrel 2007). Some detailed models show that, having passed the conventional oil peak, the non-conventional oils are unlikely to come on-stream fast enough to offset the conventional’s decline (Soderbergh et al. 2005, Robelius 2007, Greene et al. 2006) The work presented in this paper is aimed at throwing some light on this question.

This work has used system dynamics mainly for two reasons. First, it allows different kinds of variables that have different knowledge sources, such as economic, geological and technological variables, to be managed and integrated. The second reason is the relevant phenomena of feedback for understanding the dynamic evolution and the relationships of the variables involved. The feedback relations are easily represented with system dynamic tools. The presented model tries to help us understand the dynamics of the main variables involved in the economy-energy system, and contributes to an analysis of possible scenarios in order to make the best decisions for our common future. This work is part of a wider work and is focused on the role of non-conventional oil to compensate the future decrease in conventional oil production.

The model presented in this paper covers aspects of the conventional oil peak, its relationship with the economy and the substitution of conventional oil with non conventional oil. Our model is based on a series of qualitative hypotheses that we describe as:

- **Hypothesis “Hubbert”:** the discoveries of oil fields and the production of oil vary with the stocks of undiscovered resources and/or reserves. Therefore the less stock there is to be extracted (discovered), the more difficult it is to increase the annual extraction of this resource. It describes the idea established by K. Hubbert (Hubbert 1956, 1982) based on experimental extraction data from several oil fields and countries. But, rather than assume a bell (or Hubbert) curve or other assumptions over how it will be the best oil production fit (Deffeyes 2002, Hubbert 1982, Laherrère 2005), we use a theoretical approach based on Hubbert ideas.

- **Technology hypothesis:** the rate of innovation, or technological variation, must increase with time if exponential growth of the extraction of a non renewable resource is to be obtained. It describes the role of technological innovation in the extraction process. It is an optimistic hypothesis that states that technological innovation increases over time and is based on the ideas described, for example, in Ayres et al. 2005.

- **Hypothesis “Hirsch”:** the sensitivity between the increase of oil consumption and the increase of GDP is approximately one. This hypothesis establishes the relationship between the oil demand and the GDP or the economy and is based on the conclusion of Hirsch (Hirsch 2008).
• Population hypothesis: World population is considered an exogenous variable, which will follow approximately the median global population projections of the United Nations (UN 2007). This hypothesis will be used to estimate the growth in World population. We do not consider human population as an endogenous variable, since we do not make it depend on the energy or the GDP, population is considered exogenous and we take the UN estimates for the XXI century for granted.

• Hypothesis “Meadows”: the available capital for technological advance depends on the GDP and if growth is stuck, it will tend to grow more slowly. It is based on the ideas of Meadows (Meadows et al. 1972, 1992). Technological innovation will reach a maximum rate over our initial year because the growth of GDP stagnate or because physical constraints. We do not always use this hypothesis.

• Non conventional oil hypothesis. The growth of non conventional fuels can be as desired and this growth does not feedback with GDP: the investments required to increase extraction do not decrease GDP. The introduction of the non conventional oil is optimistic. The Hubbert hypothesis that makes the extraction of oil more difficult when the stock of reserves decreases is not applicable to non conventional fuels.

• Simple model hypothesis. Other factors that could also influence the energy/economy relationship, such as Climate Change, political or armed conflicts, or regional disparities, will not be considered.

In section 2 we describe a model for oil extraction and consumption based on these hypotheses and tested and calibrated using the data of the USA oil discoveries and extraction (Laherrère 2005). Since the model fits USA historical data, we use the same model structure to understand the World data behaviour and forecast some near future scenarios. In section 3 we propose a similar model to investigate the role of non conventional oil and the possibilities for the substitution of conventional oil with non conventional oil in the World. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 4.

2. Model of oil production. The USA case.

The peak oil theory (Hubbert 1956, Campbell and Laherrère 1998) establishes that oil extraction over time follows a bell shape profile. This curve is based on the experience observed in most fields and on the geological fact that the lower the stock of oil remaining in the field, the most difficult is it to extract. But the extraction curves are conditioned by many different factors, not all of them geological, such as the investments, the technology and the demand. In fact, the simple geological fact that the extraction becomes more difficult the more oil is extracted, would not explain the initial growth of the bell shape curve.

In this section we describe a model that explains and imitates the curves observed by Hubbert. The model is not just a fit of real data into a more or less arbitrary mathematical function (such as Laherrère 2005, Campbell and Laherrère 1998, Hubbert 1982, Feng et al. 2008); it is aimed at describing the inner phenomena that cause the extraction profile to be as observed, in a similar but different way as in Bardi (2005) or
Our model is based on considering that the annual oil discoveries, production and demand tend to growth as a percentage of previous ones. This way we model the inertias involved in all those actions, and imitate, for example, the fact that investments done on the extraction depends on the previous benefits obtained from it. The geological constrains are modelled using what we call “effort factor”. This “effort” makes it more difficult the extraction the lower the stock of oil. Technological improvement is also taken into account.

We will take basically our hypotheses “Hubbert” and “Technology” to construct the model, and compare the simulation results with the real production data from the USA (without Alaska), since these data are the best available of a well known oil extraction cycle. We will use the stocks and flows of Forrester diagrams to represent our model and simulate it using a POWERSIM simulation program.

In figure 1 we can see this first model. There is a stock of non discovered resources (the tonnes of oil on earth still undiscovered). An annual flux of discoveries (annual discoveries) withdraws oil from the stock of non discovered resources and leaves it in the stock of reserves. The stock of reserves decreases with the extraction at a rate called annual production. Notice that discoveries variation and production variation are the percentage growth or decrease of annual discoveries and annual production.

We model the hypothesis Hubbert by making the production variation and discoveries variation depend on a variable we call production effort and discoveries effort:

- The variation of the production of a non renewable resource will depend (if all else remains constant) on the effort, which is defined as:
  \[ \text{effort} = a \cdot \frac{\text{annual production}}{\text{reserves}} \]
  Where \(a\) is a positive constant that we call the effort factor

We also take into account technological innovation using the Technology hypothesis. It states that the rate of innovation, or technological variation, must increase with time if an exponential growth is maintained over time for a non renewable resource (Ayres et al. 2005).

- The variation of the production of a non renewable resource depends on technological innovation, defined as:
  \[ \text{technological innovation} = b \cdot t + c \]
  Where \(b\) and \(c\) are positive constants and \(t\) is time.

Notice that this is a very optimistic view of technological advance, since it increases constantly with time, instead of showing the saturation which is common in technological advance. The complete equations of the model can be seen in appendix 1.

The production variation will depend on a variable that we call demand variation that, so far, we consider as constant (will be treated in more detail in next models).
Time \( t \) starts in 1902, the initial year of the simulation, and the first technological advance starts the first production year, 1860, for discoveries, and 32 years later for production, since this is the temporal lag between the curves of discoveries and production. Since it is easier to adapt a model to data when there are two parameters instead of one, we restrict ourselves to an equal technological increase, \( b (0.0004) \), for both discoveries and production (see also Appendix 1 for equations, fitting data and data sources).

We can see in figures 2 and 3 the results of the simulation of our model compared with the real data. Our system dynamics model, which only takes into account the physical restrictions for production, reserves and discoveries, describes the dynamics of oil discoveries and production with a very reasonable level of accuracy, therefore we will use it as the basis for our complete World oil model.

3. Model of non conventional\(^1\) world oil production and demand

Let us now describe the global World oil model that includes most of the hypotheses described in section 1: the “Hubbert” hypothesis and the Technology hypothesis already used in our previous model, the “Hirsch” hypothesis, for the relationship between the oil consumption and the economy, the Population hypothesis for the calculation of the population, and the Non Conventional Oil hypothesis. The World model structure can be seen in figure 4.

For this World model we start our simulations in 1985, because the political crisis of the seventies had important effects on the World oil supply that were not caused for internal relationships between oil production, reserves and the economy, which are the variables we take into account in our models. Therefore we start the simulation in 1985 and consider that there are no restrictions to demand due to political reasons.

In 1985 the discoveries of oil had already started a decreasing profile; therefore we will simplify the model of figure 1 using a proportional dependence between annual discoveries and non discovered resources, which is enough to fit the exponential decrease observed since 1985.

“Hirsch” hypothesis. For the modelling of the “Hirsch” hypothesis we consider that oil availability influences the World economy, and therefore, GDP depends on the available oil. On the other hand, the increase of the GDP and population imply an increase in oil demand. We can see that in these relationships there is a very obvious closed loop: the variation of the GDP depends on the variation of oil production, which depends on the variation of the GDP. These kinds of feedback relationships can be seen in real life and in system dynamics examples very often, but they cannot be simulated and conceived without a delay in between. We choose a one year delay to make this relationship valid (the GDP behind the oil production).

\(^1\) Defined as in WEC 2004.
This relationship between oil production and GDP variation is one of the key points of our model. It has been studied by several authors (Huang et al. 2007, Lee and Chang, 2007, Chiu et al. 2008, Cleveland et al. 1984, Ayres et al. 2005, Castro 2004, Ockwell 2008, Barret et al. 2008), Hirsch, for example, postulates that the variations in oil and GDP are related in such a way that (Hirsch 2008):

\[
\frac{\text{% change of GDP}}{\text{% change in oil offer}} \approx 1
\]

In our models we translate this into a more formal way by establishing:

- The GDP per capita variation depends on the oil production variation. The variation of oil production depends (if all else remains constant) on the variation of the GDP. Therefore:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{GDP per capita variation}(\%) & \approx \text{oil production variation}(\%) \\
\text{oil demand variation}(\%) &= \text{population variation}(\%) + \text{GDP per capita variation}(\%)
\end{align*}
\]

The establishment of this relationship between oil production and per capita GDP seems less intuitive than the original relationship of Hirsch, between oil production and GDP, but the historical data show a higher correlation with the per capita GDP (PPP $), as can be seen in figure 5.

**Non Conventional Oil hypothesis.** The Non Conventional Oil hypothesis models the rhythm of substitution of conventional with non conventional oil. There are several sources of non conventional oil (tar sands, gas to liquids, extra heavy oil…), and the reserves are estimated to be large, the URR (Ultimate Resources Recovery) could be twice or more as large as those of conventional oil (WEC 2004). The amount of non conventional oil extracted right now could be only 1% of the amount of reserves. Although this seems to be good news, it is in fact one of the problems that makes it difficult for non conventional oil to substitute conventional oil. The annual production of non conventional oil today is very low; it does not even cover 5% of the global oil demand (EIA 2007).

The growth of non conventional oil in the past decades has been 4-5% annually, and most of this growth has been due to refinery gains (2/3). The most important part of this growth is based on the oil sands of Canada and the heavy oil of Venezuela. The shale oil, coal to liquids (CTL) and gas to liquids (GTL) have a small amount compared to the total.

There are several aspects of non conventional oils, though, that are not considered in our model:

- Non conventional oil has rates of energy return (EROEI, Cleveland et al. 1984) much lower than conventional oil. One barrel (approximately 7.5 barrels is a tonne of oil) of non conventional typically implies 0.3 barrel of other energy sources (such as natural gas) in order to be extracted and refined (Soderbergh et al. 2007). If we want to make a complete and realistic description of the whole problem we should take this fact into account, since it is one of the most important drawbacks of non conventional fuels, but it would imply modelling.
other types of energies, not only liquid fuels. In this model, which is restricted to oil, therefore, we ignore this fact, which makes our model very optimistic in this aspect. If the conclusions of our simulation are pessimistic even ignoring this fact, we might discard an optimistic result.

- The growth of non conventional oil requires huge capital investments in new infrastructure that could cause economic growth to slow down, which would be a description of what we call “Meadows” hypothesis. In our models, we do not take this hypothesis into account as we consider that the growth of the non conventional oil production can be achieved at the desired rate, despite the variations of the GDP and the amount of conventional oil or other energy sources available. Again, we are using an optimistic model.

- For the non conventional oil we do not apply the hypothesis “Hubbert”. This means that the extraction flow of non conventional fuel is not limited by the amount of reserves, and non conventional oil can be extracted at the desired growth rate. This could be justified by the fact that the URR of non conventional fuels are estimated to be very large.

All of these assumptions mean that the Non Conventional Oil hypothesis may be considered quite an optimistic framework for any scenario: we simply assume a constant growth of non conventional oil production, to test the minimum value it should achieve in order to avoid economic trouble when the conventional fuel production declines. Therefore we make: \( \text{production variation } NC = \text{constant} \) in the model of figure 4.

4. Simulations and scenarios.

The model described in section 3 is to be tested in three different scenarios. First we shall see the ‘only conventional oil scenario’, where only conventional fuels subject to depletion under the “Hubbert” hypothesis are exploited. This model will be used to fit the parameters of the model based on historical data. Once the model is calibrated we introduce the non conventional oil in two different scenarios. The ‘business as usual’ scenario will consider that the growth rate of non conventional fuels over the next decades is the same as now (\( \text{production variation } NC = 0.045, 4.5\% \) annual increase). The ‘crash program’ scenario will search for the growth in the extraction needed in order to avoid economic recession. The parameters for this model can be seen in Appendix 1.

The simulation results of the only conventional oil scenario are shown in figures 6 and 7. It can be seen that the model matches the data until 2005, and shows a peak both in oil production and GDP around 2010, followed by a steep decline. If we add the Meadows hypothesis then the decline is steeper both for oil production and GDP (results not shown).

The business as usual scenario gives the results shown in figures 8 and 9. We can see that the peak of the GDP cannot be avoided with this growth rate of non conventional oil. The decline is a bit slower than in the only conventional oil scenario but the trend is the same.
The crash program scenario with an increase of non-conventional oil of 10% annual gives the results shown in figures 10 and 11. In this scenario, the GDP does not peak, but it must undergo a long period of 20 years of stagnation. This is a pessimistic result, the 10% annual growth is a high growth for the non-conventional oil production since it doubles today’s growth and it cannot avoid an extremely long period of economic stagnation. Notice that the total production reaches very high values at the end of the simulation (by 2040), but this is not realistic, since the physical restrictions of the “Hubbert” hypothesis have not been applied to the non-conventional oil, and this is acceptable for the first years of the simulation, when the extracted oil is low, but not latter.

If we add the Meadows hypothesis on business as usual scenario the decline is much more pronounced. For the crash program scenario the Meadows hypothesis means than it must be an increase of non-conventional oil of 12% in order to avoid the oil and GDP decline (results not shown).

5. Discussion.

The dynamic models presented offer two interesting results. The model of the USA conventional oil extraction matches the real data with good accuracy and offers a model of oil extraction which explains the production curves. Very few attempts are being made to model on theoretical ideas without presuppose a curve (Bardi 2005, Mohr and Evans 2007), to our knowledge this is the first one based solely on logic and Hubbert geological ideas. On the other hand, the model of the non-conventional oil offers long term predictions of the oil extraction and the economy. The results of this model (figures 10 and 11) show that, in order to avoid an economic recession, the growth of the non-conventional oil must undergo a crash program of a sustained growth over 10% annually. Achieving this sustained growth is not an easy task, as it doubles the actual growth, and the increase of the production of non-conventional oil requires important investments. The results become more pessimistic if we do not ignore several hypotheses that would make the substitution even more difficult, if not impossible (the “Meadows” hypothesis applied to conventional and non-conventional oil and “Hubbert” hypotheses applied to non-conventional oil, the shortage of other kinds of energy, the environmental constrains, the EROEI, etc.)

There are other more complex effects that our model could not take into account and may lead to more optimistic results, such as:

- the role of the remaining energies and the substitution of liquid fuels with other kinds of energy,
- the reaction of society and the economy to adapt rapidly to a scenario of oil shortage.

Whether or not such optimistic or negative hypotheses will have more weight on the end result would be an interesting extension of our model for future work.

6. Conclusions

This work has presented a model that studies the relationship between economic, geological and technological variables, in order to understand the global economy-energy system. The simplicity of the model was intentionally chosen to focus attention
on the main variables and be able to explore the feedback relationships between them. The model is based on several, frequently accepted hypotheses; therefore, it gives qualitative clues of the system behaviour in the near future, under fulfilment of the hypothesis described. A first relevant result is the good fitness of our model to the well known Hubbert curve for peak oil. It has been shown, first for the USA case, and then for the World case. The second relevant result of our models is the forecast of the non-conventional oil ability to substitute conventional oil. The simulation results show that a strong requirement of non-conventional oil production is needed in order to maintain the economic growth of the World’s economy.
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Appendix 1

Equations of the model of conventional oil for the USA case of figure 1:

- \( \text{cumulative\_production} = \int \text{annual\_production} \, dt \) (initial value =1)
- \( \text{non\_discovered\_resources} = \int \text{annual\_discoveries} \, dt \) (initial value =191)
- \( \text{reserves} = \int (\text{annual\_discoveries} - \text{annual\_production}) \, dt \)
- \( \text{annual\_discoveries} = \text{Annual\_discoveries\_delayed} \ast (1 + \text{discoveries\_variation}) \)
- \( \text{annual\_discoveries\_delayed}(t) = \text{annual\_discoveries}(t-1) \)
- \( \text{annual\_production\_delayed}(t) = \text{annual\_production}(t-1) \)
- \( \text{discoveries\_effort} = \text{annual\_discoveries\_delayed} / \text{non\_discovered\_resources} \)
- \( \text{discoveries\_variation} = 0.09 \text{effort\_factor\_2} \ast \text{discoveries\_effort} + 0.0004 \ast (\text{technological\_innovation} - 1860) \)
- \( \text{production\_effort} = \text{annual\_production\_delayed} / \text{reserves} \)
- \( \text{production\_variation} = \text{demand\_variation} - \text{effort\_factor} \ast (\text{production\_effort}) + 0.0004 \ast (\text{technological\_innovation} - 1982) \)
- \( \text{technological\_innovation} = t \)
- \( \text{technological\_innovation\_1} = t \)
- \( \text{demand\_variation} = 0.12 \)
- \( \text{effort\_factor} = 3 \)
- \( \text{effort\_factor\_2} = 3 \)

The parameters we use in the simulation of this model are those of the production of the USA without Alaska of crude oil (we take as 200 Gbarrel in accordance with Hubbert 1956, Laherrere 2005 and our own calculations based on discoveries and production Gaussian and Lorentzian fitting), while, at the start of the simulation, res\( \text{erves} \) and cumulative production are chosen from data of our initial year of simulations, and take the initial reserves in 1902, 8Gbarrel, and the non discovered resources for 1902, 191Gbarrel. The initially delayed annual discoveries are 0.69Gbarrel and delayed annual production 0.069Gbarrels (that fits the real production). The discoveries variation in 1902 was 0.082 according to the Gaussian fitting and the production variation was 0.095. Therefore, most of the parameters are obtained from the data or from the adjustment of the data to a Gaussian fitting. Only conventional fuel (crude oil) is considered and we start our simulations in 1902 with the beginning of the records of backdated discoveries in the USA. The adjusted parameters are b, the technological innovation factor and the effort factor, which we take to be identical for both the production and the discoveries. Taking several values (1, 3, 5, 3.5) the value that fits the real data best is 3.

Equations of the model of non conventional oil of figure 4:

- \( \text{cumulative\_production} = \int \text{annual\_production} \, dt \)
- \( \text{non\_discovered\_resources} = \int \text{annual\_discoveries} \, dt \)
- \( \text{reserves} = \int (\text{annual\_discoveries} - \text{annual\_production}) \, dt \)
annual_production_delayed_TOTAL = annual_production_delayed + annual_production_delayed_NC
annual_production_NC = annual_production_delayed_NC * (1 + production_variation_NC)
annual_production_TOTAL = annual_production + annual_production_NC
demand_variation = GDP_per_capita_variation + population_variation
GDP_per_capita_variation(t) = production_variation_TOTAL(t-1)
population_variation = 0.01 * 1.1316 * exp(-0.0218 * t)
production_effort = annual_production_delayed/reserves
production_variation = demand_variation - effort_factor * (production_effort) + technological_innovation
production_variation = 0.12 (the addition of 3 * (annual production delayed/reserves) plus the value of growth in 1902 that was 0.095)
production_variation_NC = constant (elected depending on scenarios)
production_variation_TOTAL = LN(annual_production_TOTAL / annual_production_delayed_TOTAL)
technological_innovation = 0.0012 * (t + 20)
effort_factor = 3
(technological_innovation = MIN (0.012 * (t + 20), 0.0225). (Meadows hypothesis)

The parameters for this model are chosen using a value of 2250 Gbarrel for the URR\(^2\) (URR = non discovered resources + reserves + cumulative production), taking the initial values for the reserves in 1985 (1100 Gbarrel) and the initial cumulative production (625 Gbarrel). The proportional factor between non discovered resources and annual discoveries is set at 22/525, the annual production delayed initially is established by taking the real data, while the effort factor and the parameter of technological change are chosen as fitting parameters. We adjust the model to fit the historical data: oil production must adjust to the real production between 1985 and 2005, per capita GDP must also adapt to the real evolution between 1985 and 2005 and per capita oil production must be approximately constant between 1985 and 2005.

\(^2\) Following Laherrere 2005, Hubbert 1956 and our own calculations based on a careful literature review
Figure 1: Model of oil production including Hubbert and Technology hypotheses. No economic feedback.

Figure 2: Results of the simulation of the model of figure 1 and comparison with real data (average of 5 years for discoveries). “T” is Technology.
Figure 3: Results of the simulation of the model of figure 1.

Figure 4: Model of World oil production and discovery with economy feedback and non conventional fuels.
Figure 5: Percent variation of the GDP, per capita GDP and oil production variation.

Figure 6: Results of the simulation of the model of figure 4, with the only conventional oil scenario.
Figure 7: Results of the simulation of the model of figure 4, with the only conventional oil scenario.

Figure 8: Results of the simulation of the model of figure 4, with business as usual scenario.
**Figure 9:** Results of the simulation of the model of figure 4, with business as usual scenario.

**Figure 10:** Results of the simulation of the model of figure 4, with crash program scenario.
Figure 11: Results of the simulation of the model of figure 4, with crash program scenario.